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In this paper we show that if G is a 2-connected graph having minimum degree n and at least 
2n vertices then there exists a cycle in G with at least n(n-2) diagonals. 
A.ll graphs considered are simple. Let G be a graph containing a cycle C whose 
vertices are labelled cr, cz, . . . , c,. An edge CiCi such that q#{cj-l, Cj+,} will be 
called a diagonal. 
Theorem. Let G be a 2-connected graph having minimum degree n such that 
1 V(G)1 3 2n, then there exists a cycle in G having at least n(n - 2) diagonals. 
Gupta, Kahn and Robertson [2] have proved that for any graph G with 
minimum degree n > 3 there exists a cycle in G having at least $(n + l)(n - 2) 
diagonals. They conjecture further that if G is 2-connected and has at least 2n + 1 
vertices, then there exists a cycle in G having more than n(n - 2) diagonals, unless 
G is K,,,, m > n or the Petersen graph. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a partial solution to this conjecture. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a 2-connected graph having minimum degree n such that 
1 V(G)\ > 2n, then there exists a cycle in G having at least n(n - 2) diagonals. 
We use a result due to Bondy and Chvital [l] which needs the following defini- 
tion: 
The closure of a graph G, denoted by c(G), is the graph obtained from G by 
recursively joining pairs of non-adjacent vertices whose degree sum is at least 
I V(G)J until no such pair remains. 
Lemma 1 ([ 11). A graph is Hamiltonian if and only if its closure is Hamiltonian. 
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Lemma 2. Let C be a Hamilton cycle in a graph H and Y c V(H) such that for 
y E Y deg,(y)a n. 
(i) If IYI s2n, then C contains at least $(2n)(n - 2) = n(n - 2) diagonals. 
(ii) If Y contains n independent points, then C contains at least n(n -2) 
diagonals. 
The proof of Lemma 2 is easy and it is left to the reader. 
Definitions and terminology. Let P = clcz . . . c,, be a path in a graph G. For 
Ci E V(P), Np(Ci) denotes the set of neighbours of ci on P (and N,(ci)= 
{Cj : q+1 E Np(Ci)}). Furthermore, if x = ci, then we denote ci+, c~+~ by xmk and x+~ 
respectively, k EN. For ci, ci E V(P), i<j, put P[ci, ci]={ci, ci+r, . . . , ci} and for 
i Cj- 1, P(C, Cj) = {Ci+l, Ci+2, . . . , ci-r}. Analogous definitions hold for P(q, q] 
and P[Ci, q). Moreover, if i >j, then we define P[ci, cj] = 8. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be a graph satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1. 
Using Lemma 2 we may assume G is not Hamiltonian. Since Theorem 1 is clearly 
true for n = 2, we may assume n 3 3. We use some basic ideas from [2]: Let to be 
an arbitrary vertex in G and consider paths in G which have to as their first 
vertex and which have maximum possible length. From among these paths choose 
a path Q = tot, . . . tku,,u,,-l . . . u, such that u,u,-, . . . u,u,, is a cycle in G and m 
is maximum possible for such paths. Let PO denote the path IJ,,,u,,-~~ * . ur, let C 
denote the cycle u,u,-r . . . u,u, and let H denote the subgraph of G induced by 
the set of vertices V(H) = {urn, u,,,-~, . . . , q}. Let a vertex x E V(H)-{u,} be 
called accessible if there is a Hamilton path in H from u, to x and let A(H) 
denote the set of accessible vertices. Further, define A(H) = V(H) - A(H). From [ 21 
we have. 
Result 1. (i) deg,(x) = deg,(x) 2 n for all x E A(H) [2, (3.2)]. 
(ii) u,-r, u1 E A(H) [2, (3.4)]. 
The following results are used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Result 2. IA(H)\ 2 2. 
Proof. A(H) # P, since u, E A(H). Suppose A(H) = {u,}. Since G is not Hamilto- 
nian V(G) # V(H). Thus by Result l(i) G -{u,} is disconnected, contradicting 
the assumption that G is 2-connected. 
Result 3. ) V(P,)J 5 2n. 
Proof. Suppose m < 2n. By Result 2 we may choose t& E A(H) such that for 
l<t<k, u,EA(H). 
Let z be a new vertex and define the graph H* such that V(H*) = V(H) U(z) 
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and E(H*) = E(H) U{zz),,,, z&}. Now Uk-lum-l is an edge of c(H*) and thus c(H*> 
contains the Hamilton cycle zuu,‘uluZ.. . ?&-lu,-lt+,,-Z.. . &z. Hence H* is 
Hamiltonian by Lemma 1 and since any Hamilton cycle in H* must contain the 
edges ZII, and zuk, it follows that there exists a Hamilton path from uk to u, in H, 
contradicting the choice of uk. Hence m >2n. 
Let uk E A(H) and denote a Hamilton path in H from uk to u, by Pk. For each 
Pk we will relabel the vertices by u:, u,k, . . . , u: where u: = uk and u: = u,. Let t 
be the least integer such that u:+~EA(H). 
We now choose a path Pk such that t is as small as possible. To simplify 
notation we will suppress k and refer to Pk as P and u:, uk, . . . , uk as 
Cl, cz, . * .7 cm. We note that N;(c,) &A(H) since, if ci EN;(cJ, then 
CiCi-1 . . . c1ci+lCi+2. . . c,,, is a Hamilton path from ci to c,, and further since 
deg,(c,) 3 n by Result l(i), \N;(cJ\ > n. 
Result 4. (i) If ci, ci eNi for j>i> t+l, then cicieE(G). 
(ii) If ci~N;(cl) for j>t+l, then c,c,$E(G). 
Proof. In case (i) if cici EE(G), then we have the Hamilton path 
C2C~. . . CiCjCj-1.. -Ci+lClCj+*Cj+2*. . C, which for t = 1 contradicts the fact that 
c2# A(H) and for t > 1 contradicts the minimality of t. 
In case (ii) if clci EE(G), then we have the Hamilton path 
c2c3 . . . CjClCj+lCj+2. . . c, which gives the same contradictions for t = 1 and t > 1. 
We now consider the following two cases: 
(a) t = 1. Let D = N;(q), then IV(D)( an, DsA(H) and by Result 4 D is a 
set of independent vertices of 23. It follows therefore by Lemma 2(ii) that C 
contains at least n(n - 2) diagonals and Theorem 1 holds. 
(b) t 3 n. We consider the original path P,[ul, II,]. Since (A(H)1 3 2 by 
Result 2, there exists uj E V(P,) fl A(N) such that ui # u,. By the minimality of r 
IP,[u,, vi) fl A(H)1 3 t. Further, by considering the path u,-~u,,,-~. . . 
UjUj-1.. . u,u,,,, we have by the minimality of t, IPo(Vj, u,-,]n A(H))a t. 
Since P,,[u,, vi) nP,,(u,, u,-J= fl, it follows that IA(H)12 2t ~=2n and hence by 
Lemma 2(i) C contains at least n(n - 2) diagonals. Thus Theorem 1 holds. 
Henceforth, we may assume 2 < r < n. Let X = N,(q) \ P[ c2, c,+J and label the 
vertices of X in order along the path P by x1, x2, . . . , &. Clearly r 3 n - t since 
deg,(c,)an by Result l(i). 
Result 5. If t < n then 
IAW)\U’(c,+,, x;‘)UP[q,c,l)J32r+4r-2(n-t+l)+y(t-2) 
where y is the number of intervals P[x,,‘x;.-,‘,], 1 =~i sr- 1 containing a vertex 
u EA(H). 
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Proof. We consider disjoint sections of the path P and find a lower bound for 
IA(H) n VU% 
(i) IP[c,, c, ] n A(H)( = t by assumption. 
(ii) By considering the Hamilton path x;‘x;* . . . clxlxT1.. . c, and using the 
minimality of t it follows that P[x;*, XT’] E A(H). Hence, [P[x;~, x;l] n A(H)\ 3 t. 
(iii) for l~i~r-1, if P[x,,x~.-,‘,]nA(H)=@, then Xi and xL.;‘,EA(H), other- 
wise x;:~, -* xi+l,. . ., xT--l E A(H). 
Therefore from (i), (ii) and (iii) we have 
IA(H)flV(P)(>2t+2(r-1)+2(r-(n-t))+y(r-2) 
=2r+4r-2(n-t+l)+y(t-2). 
Result 6. r=n--. 
Proof. If r > n - t, then from Result 5 we have 
IA(H)nV(P)(z2t+2(n-t)+2+y(t-2)~2n+2 
and Theorem 1 holds. 
Result 7. (i) C,C~ GE(G) for all cj E P[c~, ct+l]. 
(ii) If cl, ck E P[c,, c~+& k > 1, then c[ck E E(G). 
(iii) If ci EP[c*, c,], then N,(ci)-{c,}=N,,(cl)-{ci}. 
Proof. (i) is true since r = n - t and deg,(c,) Z= n. 
(ii) is true by considering the Hamilton path c$~-~.. . c~c~+~c~+~. . ckck+1. . . c,,, 
and applying (i). 
For (iii) we suppose c&k E E(G), kf 1, and clck$ E(G). From (i) ck$!! P[c2, c,,~]. 
Further ckf x;’ for 1 S i S n --f since otherwise we have the Hamilton path 
ci+1ci+2. . . G+1* . . X;lCiCi-1 . +1 . * ClXiXi . . . Cm which for i = t contradicts the fact 
that c,+~ $! A(H) and for i < t contradicts the minimality of t. Similarly ck # XT’ for 
l~i~n- L Further ck-lEA(H), since we have the Hamilton path 
ck-lck-2. . . q+lc1c2.. . cickck+l.. . Cm. 
We now relabel the vertices in X U {ck} by yl, y2, . . . , yr+l in order along P. By 
considering disjoint sections of the path, as in Result 5 it follows that 
IA(H)nV(P)ls2t+2(n-t)=2n 
and Theorem 1 holds. Hence, we may assume that N,(ci)-{c,}= N,(c,)-{ci} for 
all ci E P[c,, c,]. 
We now consider the following three cases: 
(c) t = 2. Let Y = N;(c,), then lYl= n, YE A(H) and by Result 4, Y\(c) is a set 
of independent vertices of H. Further, N,(c,)-{c,} = N,(c,)-{cJ by Result 7(iii) 
and thus, if C2ci E E(G) and ci E Y, then ci = cl. Let s be the largest integer such that 
c,q E E(G) where Ci E Y. If c, = x,,-, define the cycle C’ by clc2. . . x,,+cl. Then 
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for y E Y, N,,(y) s V(C’). It follows therefore that C’ contains n - 2 diagonals czcl 
where I # 1 and a further (n - l)(n - 2) diagonals cdcg where cd E Y\{cJ and qf 2. 
Hence C’ contains at least n(n - 2) diagonals and Theorem 1 holds. If c, # x,,-, 
define the cycle C” by csciC,-l. . . c1ci+lCi+z.. . c,, then for y E Y, N,(y) E V(C”). It 
follows, as before, that C” contains n - 2 diagonals c2cl where I # 1 and a further 
(n-l)(n-2) d ia g onals cdcg where cd E Y \(cJ and q # 2. Hence C” contains at 
least n(n - 2) diagonals and Theorem 1 holds. 
(d) t = n - 1. In this case X = {x,}. Now deg,(x,) 2 n since x,x;’ E E(H) and 
by Result 7, ciX, E E(H) for 1 s i s f. Also deg,(c,+J 2 n since c,+~c,+~ E E(H) and 
by Result 7, q~+l~E(H) for 1~ i < t. Let Z={c,, c2,. . . , q, x;‘, x;‘, . . . ,x13, 
then Z s A(H) and IZl = 2n - 2 since t = n - 1. Hence (Z U{x,, c,+~}I = 2n and for 
z E Z U {x,, c,,~}, deg,(z) 3 n. Hence by Lemma 2(i) C contains at least n(n - 2) 
diagonals and Theorem 1 holds. 
(e) 2<t<n-1. Put S={x;l,x;l,..., x;‘}, T={cl,c2 ,..., q). Put U= 
{XT’, xr2,. . . , x7’-‘} if XT’-’ E A(H) and U={x;‘, xzl,. . . , x;‘} otherwise. By 
Result 4(i) S is an independent vertex-set and by Results 4(ii) and 7(iii) there is 
no edge from S to T. 
If ) Uj = t, then U can play the. role of T and hence there is no edge from S to 
U. 
If IU(= t+ 1, then each of the paths P[x,, x2], P[x,, x,], . . . , P[q-,, q] has 
length two, otherwise since t 3 3, we have IA (H)l 2 2n by Result 5 and Theorem 1 
holds. 
Furthermore there is no edge from S to U\(x;‘} since, if x,x,,, EE(G) for 
xd E S and x, E U\{x;‘}, then the Hamilton path x,+,-~&-~. . . c~x:‘x;~. . . x,,,xdx;tl 
. . . c,,, contradicts the minimality of t. Since there is no edge between T and U by 
Result 7(iii), we obtain a lower bound for the number of diagonals in the cycle C 
by adding the degrees of vertices in S, T and U or U\{x,‘) and subtracting the 
maximum number of edges which may be counted twice. Therefore the least 
number of diagonals contained in C is 
(r-l)(n-2)+2t(n-2)-r(t-1) 
=(n-t-l)(n--2)+2t(n-2)-t(t-1) by Result 6 
=n(n-2)+(n-t-2)(t-1) 
>n(n-2) since 2<r<n-1 
and hence Theorem 1 holds. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. q 
Finally we mention a problem due to C. Thomassen [3]. 
Conjectnre. Every longest cycle in a 3-connected graph has a diagonal. 
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